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Good morning everyone!  I have been mulling this around in my brain since I was asked to write 

another epistle. Writing is not something that comes easily to me, so I asked myself - what are my 

passions?  Two are reading and creating which I could combine!  I sent Kathy a list of some of my 

favorite books for the HUMC list for Book Lovers this coming Sunday.  One of the books that I 

recommended is "The Cup of Our Live - A Guide for Spiritual Growth" by Joyce Rupp.   

 

As some of you know I was an art education major in college and one of my favorite mediums was 

clay.  I love the feel of clay in my hands and throwing a pot on the wheel.  If you haven't ever 

experienced it I will try to explain my connection to it.  I personally have always loved mud 

squishing between my toes and this is mud or clay that I can squish between my hands.  You take a 

lump of clay that you cut off of a usually 25 pound block with a wire.  You then knead or wedge as 

it's called to get out the air bubbles like kneading bread dough, so the pot doesn't explode when 

you fire it.  You then form it into a ball and throw it into the middle of the wheel.  It takes pressure 

and steady hands to center it as you kick the wheel.  Then you press your thumb into the center 

and gently draw or pull up the sides.  For me, kicking the wheel is more relaxing and connects me 

more to the piece that an electric wheel.  It is something that I really miss since I have no room for 

a wheel or kiln.  I loved teaching and being able to demonstrate it to my students or even stayed 

some days before I retired to just create a piece.  Clay is very flexible and if you make a mistake you 

can start again!   

 

In the book, Joyce Rupp, talks about cups and how we each have a favorite - clay or ceramic ones 

are my favorite.  I love to hold one in both my hands, especially on a cold day with a soothing tea.  

That is very relaxing to me and helps me refocus after a long day and leads me to prayer quite often 

or honesstly, sometimes to sleep.   

"I went down to the potter's house and there he was working at the wheel.  Whenever the object of 

clay which he was making turned out badly in his hand, he tried again, making of the clay another 

object of whatever sort he pleased.  Then the word of the Lord came to me: Can I not do to you, 

house of Israel, as this potter has done?  says the Lord.  Indeed like clay in the hand of the potter, 



so are you in my hand, house of Israel".  Jeremiah 18:3-6 

 

Are you letting God mold you in the image that He wants or are you molding yourself?  Joyce in 

her book talks about the different types of cups.  Her short list is the 'cup of life, the open cup, the 

chipped cup, the broken cup, the cup of compassion and the blessing cup'.  What sort of cup are 

you or like most of us who use a different cup on a different day, a little bit of all of those?  Some 

days I feel truly broken or chipped and on others hopefully a blessing cup that is overflowing and 

can help fill others.  There are other cups that she mentions in her book and ways to use a cup to 

pray.  Some days my cup is empty and others it is spilling over the edge.  How can I get my cup 

filled?  I fill my cup by connecting to God through prayer, sometimes by talking to another 

believer, and sometimes hopefully I share my blessing with others and my bounty.  Have a blessed 

day! 

 

"Then Jesus took the cup and gave thanks. . ." Luke 22:17 

 

 


